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We started a long time ago and were well on our way to making it happen, with the intel
supported Trusted Execution Environment working and committed to it, when we got into

discussions with Intel, and it s running in Preview mode in ICS 4.0, and it will be into ICS 5.0, and
will probably be there in full capability in 5.1. So it s not far behind, the Trusted Execution
Environment world that we ll be adding to OpenWorld. Lets leave the security aspect for a

moment, with hardware Trusted Execution and the Digital Rights management and the
techniques and technology that Intel is developing, then use the Trusted Execution based Intel
Secure World as the secret backdoor to connect to a centralized Central Plumbing algorithm to
allow everything to work as it should. Well, that s not what I ve been getting into. I m doing a

little bit of different engineering that I m trying to bring out, that actually takes the OpenWorld to
a whole new level of security and reliability. So what I ve been doing is creating the algorithm to
allow the public to have a great gaming experience, but also to expand the worlds with a secure

world that is absolutely trustable and is not able to even access the public worlds in a secure
environment. And that s what I m bringing out with the next generation of games. Its not coming
out before, because we are going to launch games and its okay to spoil them. Its coming out this
year. Its just that the way to do it is, I re going to put it out there and have it be available for use
and then I m going to tell people later how to use it, because I m sure they will. And we ll have

game play beta-testers to figure it out. The game play beta testers will probably be the first
people to crack the world.
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